


merging eyebrow-deep but also sharp
enough to teach the lesson at hand.
They must make a profit for the owner
and operator and have no fondness for
the inside of the maintenance hangar.
All of which might seem to suggest a
taxi-driver mentality: direct, no-frills,
and don't ask for any favors, bubo

These requirements are often at
odds with such obviously emotional
needs as beauty, speed, and ego grati
fication-really, when was the last
time you got all fired up about a
Cherokee Flite Liner?

That the Beech Duchess manages to
combine all the qualities of a trainer
without necessarily wearing that role
like a badge of dishonor is an impres
sive feat. No question, Beech intended
the Duchess, or Model 76, to be a mul
tiengine trainer first and foremost. But
the 76's jaunty T-tail, rakish nose, sleek
engine cowlings, and stands-tall stance
help pull your eyes away from the
homely constant-chord wing and
somewhat inelegant Musketeer-based
fuselage. It is an airplane that manages
to look more substantial than its weight
and horsepower would suggest and,
with the right paint scheme, altogether
more graceful than it has any right.

The Duchess wasn't Beech's first

light-light twin. That honor goes to the
Travel Air, basically an outgrowth of
the Bonanza, sharing with the Model
35 its fuselage and wing. Like the
Duchess, the Travel Air carried 180
horsepower Lycomings on each wing;
the earlier twin was somewhat more
fleet on the same power. But the Trav
el Air, like the Bonanzas before and
since, was relatively expensive to
build, a characteristic that forced it
up-market to become the genesis of
the Baron line. The Travel Air went out

of production in 1968, against stiff
competition from the Twin Comanche
and Aztec on one side and the Barons
on the other.

After a decade's hiatus, Beech

returned to the light-light twin fray
with the Duchess. At the time, there

were no new light trainers, with the
Twin Comanche (an airplane that
some felt wasn't a good trainer any
way) out of production since 1972,
and the fleet of Apaches was growing
ever older. Larger twins like the
Barons, Cessna 31Os, and Aztecs were
deemed too thirsty and expensive to
operate as multi trainers. In all. 437
Duchesses were built from 1978 to

1982, the majority of them in 1979.
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That was the same period in which the
Piper Seminole and Grumman Cougar
debuted, and while the Piper soldiered
on into the 1990s, the light-light-twin
market quickly saturated, production
of these models fell to a trickle or

stopped completely by 1982.
Beech might be criticized for taking

the parts-bin approach in designing
the Duchess, but few could argue with
the results. The Model 76's Muske

teerlSundownerlSierra fuselage and
straight wing were far cheaper to build
than the labor-intensive Bonanza con
struction and would benefit from an

existing pool of spare parts. The bond
ed-aluminum construction promised
to be both strong and light, ideal qual
ities for a trainer.

But Beech did far more than hang a
couple of engines on the Sierra's wing,
slap it on the tail, and send it out the
door. A large, King Air-style T-tail with
separate horizontal stabilizer and ele
vator grew where the Sierra had a low
mounted stabilator, rudder size shot
up, and the entire aft fuselage
strengthened for twin duty. What's
more, the landing gear was completely
redesigned from the Sierra; the mains,
which swung outward during retrac
tion on the single, now folded conven
tionally inward. And the single's nose
wheel, which did a 90-degree turn to
fit more or less (usually less) flush with
the belly, was traded for a forward
folding wheel hidden behind long
doors. Also, the Sierra's Mooney-style
rubber doughnut suspension gave way
to soft oleo shocks and strut-which,
combined with the trailing linkage on
the mains, help give smooth touch
downs from all but the most grossly
miscalculated landings-and don't
ask me how I know the exception. The
gear are activated by an electrically
driven hydraulic pump.

An intelligent choice was to retain
the Sierra's multiplicity of doors-one
each for pilot and copilot, plus a large
baggage door on the left. Spend some
time with the Duchess, and you'll
soon love to hate the usual contor

tions required with typical twins and
low-wing airplanes. It's amazing what
not having to shuffle over seats or
stuffing luggage through mail-slot
doors can do for one's opinion of an
airplane. If only the side windows had
been cut higher into the roofline, the
Duchess would have superlative visi
bility; as is, the view from the 76 is
good but not great.
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Cabin comfort is also good, with
the four seats providing plenty of
space to move around. Baggage
capacity is generous, too, and the lack
of a nose compartment is not serious.
All four seats get inertial-reel shoulder
harnesses.

One of the best features of the
Duchess is the instrument panel. Logi
cally arranged and clearly marked, the
instruments and switches are a pleas
ant change from the Baron's seeming
ly archaic arrangement. Pilots moving
from other singles or twins (Barons
excepted, of course) will have no trou
ble finding the right switch or lever.
One curious glitch occurs in the early
airplane only: At first, standard equip
ment included separate tachometers
for the left and right engines, stacked
one over the other. Though clearly
marked, the tachs were not as easy to
read or interpret as the standard two
needle tach on the later models. And

though the subpanels look smart and
businesslike, the unprotected metal
cutouts for the fuel levers can slice a

careless finger faster than you can say
"crossfeed, please." The cowl flap and
carb heat levers also have a tendency
to pop out of the selected position,
which is more annoying than anything
else but out of character for Beech
nonetheless.

No matter how comfortable the

cabin or how glitzy the panel, if the
Duchess had not posted good perfor
mance, it would have been shot in the
back by the Seminole and eaten alive
by the Cougar. If you care to flog the
poor little Lycomings all day at 2,700
rpm (the maximum and takeoff set
ting), you can achieve cruise speeds of
166 knots true at 6,000 feet, burning
22.6 gallons per hour total. More rea
sonable souls will probably pull back
to 2,500 rpm, where at 6,000 feet, the
Duchess will pull her royal carriage
along at 162 knots true, using a total of
21 gph. Even thriftier types might also
consider letting the 0-360s loaf at
2,300 rpm and thrum along at 157
knots true at 6,000 feet on 19.6 gph.

Curiously, the Duchess operating
handbook does not issue percent-of
power cruise charts, preferring to state
the figures in terms of propeller rpm, a
maximum of 24 inches of manifold

pressure (or full throttle), and the neb
ulous phrases "Maximum Cruise
Power," "Recommended Cruise
Power," and "Economy Cruise Power."
Savvy owners should obtain the
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engine operators manual from Ly
coming to get the whole story.

As you might imagine. an airplane
with 360 total horsepower and a maxi
mum takeoff weight of 3.900 pounds
turns in good climb numbers. In the
typical training environment. with two
aboard and three-quarters fuel (75 gal
lons of the 100 usable in the tanks),
the Duchess charges upward at 1.500
feet per minute or better at full power.
and still better than 1,000 fpm with the
props pulled back to 2,500 rpm to
keep the airport neighbors from
grousing. The manual lists a maxi
mum-weight, two-engine, sea-level
climb of 1.300 fpm.

Twins by their nature have sprightly
two-engine climb rates because they
need something left over when one
engine up and dies. Like virtually all
light twins, the Duchess does well in
single-engine climb at low altitude
and light weights; in the above-men
tioned training role, the airplane will
climb through 5,000 feet at 200 fpm
with an engine feathered. Its single
engine service ceiling is listed as just
over 6.000 feet.

But if your intent is to always have
an out, to always be able to climb from
the runway with an engine failure at
the critical moment-right after rota
tion-you will be seriously limited in
runway length and/or payload. For
example. at maximum-gross weight,
the 76's accelerate-stop length for sea
level. standard-day conditions is 2,500
feet. but the accelerate-go distance
might as well be infinity because it will
not climb at that weight, according to
the handbook. In order to have some

assurance of climb after engine fail
ure. you will need to be no heavier
than 3,390 pounds (510 pounds under
gross), and even then, expect to use
more than 5.000 feet to get past the
50-foot obstacle. Takeoff from a 4,000
foot-elevation airport would limit you
to just 3.100 pounds gross weight if
you expected the airplane to climb-a
figure good for two FAA-standard
souls and all of 19 gallons of fuel in a
typically equipped airplane. As usual,
the your-mileage-may-vary caveat
applies because handbook numbers
often represent the absolute best-case
situation.

In many respects, though, the way
the airplane handles engine-out sce
narios is more important than the
total performance available. Here. the
Duchess positively shines. It is as
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During normal maneuvers, the
Duchess is equally docile and honest.
You know immediately that engines
and fuel are distributed span-wise;
even during taxi, the Duchess tends to
list. Otherwise, the 76 carries on the
Beech reputation for smooth controls,
immediate response, and plentiful
authority. One might wish for a bit
more aileron effectiveness for cross

wind landings and takeoffs, but the
authoritative tail (and differential
thrust available) make that a point of
preference rather than necessity.

Good, honest manners are impor
tant for training, sure, but ever more
so for the pilot using the airplane as a
traveling machine. A lack of sharp
edged handling helps maintaining
currency easier and should ultimately
make the airplane safer. A listing of
Duchess accidents for the period of
1982 to 1988 shows just 11, with a total
of four fatalities. (About the same
number of 76s are flying as Piper
Seminoles, but the PA-44 had 23 acci
dents in the same period.) Two acci
dents involved a door opening on
takeoff-one airplane crashed after
losing control during the takeoff roll,
the other landed gear up. (The obvi
ous moral here is to fly the airplane
first and worry about the door after
you've landed.) Two other takeoff
accidents involved loss of control after

an engine was cut at rotation; another
Duchess crashed after the pilot
attempted to take off with full flaps.

Of the fatalities, one loss of control
during a single-engine go-around
claimed two lives; another fatality
occurred when the airplane hit terrain
during a VFR approach; and the last
was the classic "continued VFR under
overcast into mountainous terrain."
The final three accidents uncovered
involved two hard landings and one
"[a] ttempted landing on unsuitable
terrain/ strip/ runway."

In addition to its good safety
record, the Duchess appears to do well
on the maintenance front. A listing of
service difficulty reports disclosed a
handful of gear problems, including
broken retraction arms and cracked
actuator brackets, failed brakes, and
broken brake discs. These failures

point to the Duchess's role as a trainer
and the subsequent abuse of the
endeavor. Also, several reports noted
cracked engine mounts and failures of
a spring on the prop control that
guards the feathering detent.

Because it is modestly powered, the
Duchess will teach an aspiring multi
engine pilot the necessity of proper
configuration for best single-engine
performance. At 5,000 feet and light
weight, you can change a 400-fpm
climb into a 700-fpm descent by drop
ping flaps and gear. Likewise, the
Duchess will demonstrate the impor
tance of proper airspeed during sin
gle-engine maneuvers; let the airspeed
drop to 75 knots, and you'll experi
ence firsthand the drag rise provided
by that thick, straight wing.

SIMULATOR
PROFICIENCY

TRAINING••.
SIMCOM has the right approach!

docile as you could want, thanks in
part to counterrotating props and gen
erous control authority. In fact, multi
pilots coming from Barons or Twin
Comanches will probably find the
Duchess a snooze on one engine.
Because takeoffs are made with the

flaps up, a failure shortly after rotation
requires you to pull up the gear, fly the
airplane at the 85-knot blueline (best
single-engine climb speed and also
the best two-engine climb speed, inci
dentally), and work through the usual
"identify, verify, feather" routine.
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haven't been trainers. Also, aircraft
with Bendix/King avionics are prized
over Duchesses with the more com
mon Collins stack. A handful have
been fitted with radar as well.

If your hunt for a Duchess bags one
that's been someone's personal trans
port, consider yourself lucky. And
enjoy the Duchess's combination of
trainer-made docility and durability
and the happy coincidence that it is a
handsome, appealing airplane-cer
tainly one more glamorous than any
trainer's got a right to be. 0
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Perhaps the only serious shortcom
ing of the Duchess is its rarity. With
just 281 still registered in the United
States, finding one that hasn't spent
its best years as a trainer might be dif
ficult, and when you do find one,
expect to pay a premium. Although
the Aircraft Bluebook-Price Digest says
the average retail price of a Duchess
ranges from $56,000 for a 1978 model
to $81,000 for one built in 1982, one
broker we spoke with says the air
planes are fetching more than that,
especially, as mentioned, when they

Beech Model 76 Duchess

Average equipped price, new (1978-1982):
$105,000-$174,000

Current market value: $65,000-$90,000
Specifications

Powerplants Lycoming 0-360-A1G6D
(LO-360-A1G6DJ, 180 hp @2,700 rpm

Recommended TBO 2,000 hr

Propellers Ilarztell constant-speed, full-
fea thering, 76- in diameter

Seats 4

Cabin length 7 ft 11 in
Cabin width 3 ft 8 in

Cabin height 4 ft 0 in
Empty weight, as tested 2,641 tb
Maximum gross weight 3,900lb
Useful load, as tested 1,259lb

Payload wi full fuel, as tested 659lb
Fuel capacity, std 103 gal (100 gal usable)

618lb (600 lb usable)
Baggage capacity 200lb, 19.5 cu ft

Performance

Takeoff distance, ground roll 1,000 ft
Accelerate-stop distance 2,400 ft
Rate of climb, sea level 1,300 fpm
Single-engine HOC, sea level 220 fpm
Max level speed, sea level 171 kt
Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std fuel

(fuel consumption, ea engine)
@approximately;;'5% power, best
economy 160 kt/4 hr
5,000 ft (10.5 gph)

Service ceiling 19,650 ft
Single-engine service ceiling 6,170 ft
Landing distance, ground roll 1,000 ft

Limiting and Recommended Airspeeds
VMC (min control w/one engine

inoperative) 65 KIAS
VSSE (min intentional one-engine

operation] 71 KIAS
VS1 (stall, clean) 68 KIAS
Vso (stall, in landing configuration] 58 KIAS
All specifications are based on manufacturer's
calculations. All performance figures are based on
standard day, standard atmosphere, sea level,
gross weight conditions unless otherwise noted.

Airworthiness directives have been

issued relating to many of the failures
noted above. Among them: AD 78-20
08 covers replacement of rudder and
elevator trim tab push rods; 79-17 -06,
which called for inspection of main
landing-gear hardware; 79-23-06,
inspection and/or replacement of cer
tain aileron-bellcrank and rudder stop
bolts; 80-07-06, requiring an inspection
for water trapped by the rudder and
trim tab; 80-19-12, calling for inspec
tion of engine mount tubes; 82-02-03,
mandating an inspection of elevator
control cable routing; and 91-14-04,
calling for another inspection of the
main landing-gear A-frame assembly.

By all accounts, the Duchess's 180
hp Lycomings are fully deserving of
their reputation as bulletproof. Several
operators we surveyed reported
engine lives well exceeding the manu
facturers' recommended TBO of 2,000
hours.
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